








































































































































































































































“Tragedy of the Commons”and“the Bald Niushan”
——On Ecological Thought and Practice of Pre ⁃Qin Confucianism from Perspective of Collective
Action Theory
Xu Zhaoxu，Ye Jinhua
Abstract：How to get rid of the free⁃rider dilemma in the perspective of Harding 􀆳s“tragedy of the commons”and
Olsen􀆳s collective action theory and promote the behavior of every subjective individual to follow the track of protecting
the environment? It is the problem we must face in environmental governance.“The bald Niushan”is the Chinese
version of“tragedy of the commons”more than 2,000 years ago. Pre⁃Qin Confucians experienced“the bald Niushan”
and summed up a universal philosophical principle: the key to maintaining the vitality of the living system is nurturing.
Then how to guide the behavior of social members to the path of nurturing? From the perspective of collective action
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theory, the ecological theory and practice of pre⁃Qin Confucianism took Confucian beliefs and ecological
benevolence as the values foundation, the legalization of moral rules as a rigid mechanism, the idea of“sharing
happiness with people”as governing philosophy. Themodel of pre⁃Qin Confucian environmental governance originated
from the patriarchal collectivism culture on ground of farming civilization. Confucians established a value system
to restrict rulers􀆳 behaviors. But as this value system had never been implemented at the institutional level, and only
relied onmoral cultivation, the effect was limited, and it was impossible to effectively prevent the ruler from degenerating
into a privileged group seeking the interests of a small group of people, leading to the bankruptcy of ecological
collective action.
Key words: tragedy of the commons；the bald Niushan；collective action；pre ⁃ Qin confucianism; ecological
benevolence
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On Three Dimensions of Transformation of Chinese Principal Social
Contradictions in the New Era
Wang Gang
Abstract: Correct understanding of the principal social contradictions in a certain historical stage is an important basis
to understand the historical position of the society and to determine the work priority of CPC in different periods.
There are three dimensions in understanding the transformation of Chinese principal social contradictions in the new
era. First, from the historical dimension, in terms of revolution, construction, and reform of different periods, CPC has
made nine judgments about the principal social contradictions in different historical periods. Second, from the realistic
dimension, the principal social contradiction has been transformed into“the contradiction between unbalanced and
inadequate development and the people 􀆳s ever⁃growing needs for a better life”, which is the basis of transforming
principal social contradictions. Third, from the dialectical dimension, correct understanding of the dialectical
relationship between“variation”and“invariability”is, in essence, to correctly understand the relationship between
the principal social contradiction transformation in the new era and the primary stage of socialism.
Key words: principal social contradiction; transformation; dimension
徐朝旭，叶锦华：“公地悲剧”与“牛山之秃”——集体行动理论视域中的先秦儒家生态思想与实践研究
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